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Abstract—Ontology is an important factor in the
integration of heterogeneous semantic information.
Description logic, as a formal language for expressing
ontologies, does not include the necessary features to
create a temporal dimension in the relationships among
concepts. It is critical to introduce time concepts to model
temporal data and relate them to other non-temporal data
recorded in ontology. Current query languages in the
semantic web are not able to respond to temporal
questions; thus, another important issue is to have the
appropriate methods for answering temporal questions. In
this paper, temporal modeling methods in OWL and RDF
are assessed and the temporal query languages for
expressing queries in the semantic web are categorized
and compared.
Index Terms—Ontology, temporal model, description
logic, temporal query language.

expressing most temporal concepts [2], [6], [17-19],[2425], [31], [34], [35], [42]. Based on these papers, it is
clear that a gap exists in describing temporal query
languages. Furthermore, due to the variety of these
languages, users may be forced to spend large amounts of
time for comparing the languages before one can be
chosen.
This paper aims to compare various temporal modeling
methods, in particular TOQL and SQWRL as most
frequently used temporal query languages in the semantic
web.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Related works are presented in Sec 2, which deals with
time and proposed temporal models as well as
implemented several systems. Temporal query languages
for the semantic web are discussed in Sec 3 and followed
by concluding remarks in Sec 4.

II. RELATED WORKS
I. INTRODUCTION
Ontologies, allow sharing, integrating and managing
data in the semantic web. The concept of time is
inherently linked to many other scientific concepts,
because events occur during time intervals. It is important
to consider the concept and determine how it can be
captured in databases. Therefore, in addition to being
stored as a concept in the knowledge base, its semantic
relationships with other concepts need to be defined. To
this end, several models have been introduced, wherein
time is assessed based on the authors‘ viewpoint.
In recent years, the Semantic Web Community has
developed a number of tools and applications such as
reasoners, editors, and querying systems in order to work
with temporal data [22], [24]. Despite having numerous
advantages and overcoming the shortcomings of the
previous models, in most cases, ontologies and ontology
query languages cannot fully express the temporal
knowledge needed in many applications.
Quite a number of papers, particularly [19], highlight
the importance of time in the semantic web by fully
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Currently, the concept of time is not incorporated into
many semantic web tools and technologies used to define
relations in OWL. Therefore, the most important step is
to identify models which are capable of introducing time
into the related concepts. These models can be divided
into two categories.
The first category consists of methods wherein the
basic ontology, without temporal concepts, is obtained
from the user. Temporal concepts, classes, and relations
are then added to the base ontology. In this approach, the
user does not need to be familiar with high-level concepts
and the created relations. This can be done by the tab
plugin added to the Protégé editor. Both [8] and [42]
adopt the first category.
In the second category, while designing the class
model in the analysis and design stage of the ontology
concepts, the user creates the time-related classes. In
other words, the ontology is created along with all the
temporal and non-temporal concepts.
Most large ontologies follow the second approach,
whereas smaller ontologies tend to take the first approach.
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Important theories such as Horn-clause Temporal
Logic, Allen‘s Interval Algebra [5] and Davidson‘s Event
Theory [32] are applied in temporal query languages,
including TSPARQL [23], TOQL [11], and SQWRL [37].
This section is divided into two parts. In Subsection 2.1,
several well-known models of time for the semantic web
including Temporal Description Logics (TDLs), OWLTime, 4D-fluentes, N-ary, Reification, and Named
Graphs are discussed. Subsection 2.2 presents famous
approaches based on these models which define time in
their respective points of view.
A. Temporal Models for RDF and OWL
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) forms the basis
of the semantic web and it is the most expressive standard
language in modeling ontologies. However, until now, no
standard approach has been introduced to express timedependent information in OWL [30].
RDF and OWL are based on binary relationships
between concepts [3], [13] which simply connect two
instances without any temporal information (e.g.,
medicine with patient). Dealing with information that
changes over time or events that occur in time instants is
a critical problem in the knowledge base. Nevertheless,
representation of temporal information in OWL is a
complex yet necessary task because the temporal
dimension is central in many areas of science.
Time may be involved in concepts in two manners:
implicitly and explicitly. Therefore, it is somewhat
complicated to check and model the notion of time. To
illustrate this, temporal models are introduced using a
simple example.
The same medicine consumption time intervals for two
patients are as follows:
Event1 occurs in TimeInterval1: [‗2002-01-10‘,‘ 200202-10‘]: The drug (D1) is prescribed for patient1.
Event2 occurs in TimeInterval1: [‗2002-01-10‘,‘ 200202-10‘]: The drug (D1) is prescribed for patient2.
Event3 occurs in TimeInterval2: [‗2010-09-15‘,‘ 201011-15‘]: The drug (D1) is prescribed for patient1.
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(), and ‘in the next moment in future‘ (). The
drawback of TDL is that it cannot fully cover the Allen
theorem and it is not compatible with existing OWL
editing and reasoning tools.
2. OWL-Time [26]: This model is presented in the form
of temporal ontologies and contains information about the
temporal content of web pages and web services. It
contains expressions to describe temporal relations. All
temporal models presented after this model, apply basic
time concepts used in this ontology. Temporal
relationships in this ontology are based on time intervals.
3. 4D-Fluents [48], [7]: 4D-fluent represents temporal
concepts in OWL. Time is a fourth dimension used to
represent temporal concepts. The entities consist of
temporal parts (time slices) that represent the entity
during a time interval. Two classes i.e. TimeSlice and
TimeInterval and two object properties of TimeSliceOf
and tsTimeIntervalOf must be added to this model. This
method increases the complexity of the ontology because
for each non-temporal entity, (Patient), one individual
with
TimeSlice
(Patient1TimeSlice1,
Patient2TimeSlice2) must be created.

Fig.2. The 4D-Fluent model described based on the sample above

If this information is to be recorded in an ontology,
according to the rules of OWL, we have the following
relationship:
IsPrescribedFor

Fig.3. The N-ary model described based on the sample above
Patient

Medicine
Uses

Fig.1. Concepts and objectProperty

In the following, an overview of several common
temporal models is presented:
1. Temporal Description Logic (TDL) [4], [14], [20],
[33]: This is an extension of classical logic [10], [12],
which incorporates the concept of time into its models.
The most important operators include ‗since‘(S), until‘
(U), ‗always in the past‘ (), ‗sometime in the future‘
Copyright © 2017 MECS

4. The N-ary relations [36]: This approach suggests
two object properties and a new object (Temporal Event)
that occurs during time intervals. This approach requires
only one additional object and two object properties for
every temporal relation which causes minimal data
redundancy in comparison with other methods.
Additional properties provide binary links to each
argument of the relation.
5. Reification [10] is a general-purpose technique for
representing N-ary relations, in which a relation needs to
hold the subject and object at time t (Patient uses
medicine at time t). A new object should be created for
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every relationship. A major disadvantage of Reification is
that it offers limited reasoning capabilities, because
relation R is represented as the object property.

Fig.5. The Named Graph model described based on the sample above

Fig.4. The Reification model described based on the sample above

6. Named Graph [47] is a sub-graph into the RDF
graph of the ontology specified by a distinct name. OWL
constructs are not translated into named graphs and they
are not supported by OWL reasoners.

7. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [28], [40]
is based on a combination of OWL-DL and OWL-Lite,
which provides a standard method for representing
temporal information in OWL ontologies. SWRL
represents a mechanism for using Allen‘s interval rules.
Examples of systems and ontologies based on the
seven described temporal models can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Temporal systems and ontologies
References
[Batres et al., (2007)]; [Batsakis and Petrakis (2011)];
[Zamborlini and Guizzardi (2010)]; MUSING
system :[Krieger (2010)]
[Champin and Passant (2010)]; [Shaw et al. (2009)];
[Wang et al. (2010)]
CNTRO [Cui et al. (2010)]
VPR [O‘Connor, M.J.(2008)]]
[Santos et al. (2011)]
[O‘Connor, M.J.(2011)]
SOWL[Batsakis and Petrakis (2011)]
PROTON [Papadakis et al. (2011)]
[O‘Connor and Das (2011)]
[Preventis et al. (2012)]
SOWL :[Anagnostopoulos et al. (2013)]

Description
The examples of 4D-fluents representations.
The examples of Reification representations.
This ontology is a temporal representation that combines SWRL rules and
OWL-Time for representing clinical narratives.
This is a web-based application that allows users to enter patient
information which are first converted to and XML stream and then to
OWL entities. This Information is extracted through SQWRL queries.
This sample supports n-ary-based temporal ontologies
Here a valid-time temporal model in OWL is developed and applied in
Reification mechanism. This system is developed for encoding temporal
information collected during a national clinical trials project.
This supports temporal relations through SWRL rules and 4D–fluents
model.
This is based on 4D-fluents and is implemented in Prolog.
This supports the N-ary relations approach and the SWRL-Temporal
ontology.
This is a tool for both 4D fluents and n-ary relations.
Here a combination of system and specialized temporal reasoner are
presented in SOWL

B. Impelimentation
In the following, we present a review of the available
temporal ontologies, a definition of time concepts and
their relationships with other concepts.
1. OWL-Time


DAML-Time [29] the basic model of time with
definitions of temporal base concepts
Fig.6. Temporal classes in DAML-Time

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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OWL-S [27] (formerly DAML-S) is an OWLbased Web service ontology that supplies Web
service providers with a core set of markup
language constructs. This is a sub-ontology of time
that covers relations among instants, intervals,
instant events, and interval events

2. SWRL Temporal Ontology [37] defines a temporal
model for representing interval-based information in
OWL. Temporal classes in this ontology include
Temporal:
Granulitary, Temporal:Proposition, Temporal:Duration,
and Temporal:ValidTime. A Relation in this model is
based on Allen intervals, which support Positive Allen
relations:
durationLessThan,
durationEqulTo,
durationGreaterThan, equals, before, after, meets, metBy,
overlaps,
overlappedBy,
contains,during,
starts,startedBy ,finishes, finishedBy and the O‘Connor
relations which support negative Allen relations:
notDurationLessThan,
notDurationEqulTo,
notDurationGreaterThan, notEquals, notBefore, notAfter,
notMeets, notMetBy, notOverlaps, notOverlappedBy,
notContains, notDuring, notStarts, notStartedBy,
notFinishes, notFinishedBy. In addition, SWRLTemporal contains SWRL build-ins for temporal
reasoning, which can be applied to check whether
predicates comparing a specific duration with that of a
validity
interval
(e.g.,
durationLessThan,
durationEqualTo) hold true.

4. CHORONOS [1],[41],[42]
CHORONOS is a Tab Plugin for the Protégéeditor. In
this approach, the time ontology is added to the base
static ontology and the user can apply the temporal
ontologies as either static or dynamic. Classes and
temporal relations such as Event, participatedIn (for
individuals participate in event) are developed based on
N-ary model.
5. SOWL Ontology [8]
This ontology seeks to overcome the problem of
TOWL, by offering W3C solutions for temporal
representation. In SOWL models, two approaches are
represented:




The combination of OWL-time ontology and 4Dfluents model is used to represent dynamic objects.
In this approach, the TimeSlice class and
tsTimeSlice properties are applied.
An alternative version based on N-ary relations is
proposed as well in [1]. Allen relations are
asserted as object properties between intervals,
even if exact dates are not known.

Fig.7. Temporal classes in SOWL with N-ary

3. TOWL [21]
TOWL is a model for extending OWL-DL and 4DFluent, with the ability to reason the temporal concepts
without consistency checking. Unfortunately, it cannot be
compatible with the available OWL editing, querying and
reasoning tools (e.g., Protégé, Pellet, and SPARQL).
Most temporal models prior to TOWL had limitations in
expressing temporal relations; therefore, temporal models
such as 4D-Fluent and OWL-Time were introduced to
overcome these drawbacks. In TOWL, the temporal
dimension is added to static concepts in a dynamic
manner. The architecture of the model includes a threelayer structure, of which the first consists of static
concepts with no temporal concepts. The second layer is
based on fundamental temporal relationships that include
Allen rules, TimeInterval and TimeInstant. Finally, the
third layer consists of complex temporal concepts such as
State Transition and time changes of Individual.

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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6. CNTRO [45], [46]
This semantic web-based framework, provides an API
for querying temporal information from clinical
narratives. CNTRO is an OWL ontology which contains
three major components: time normalizer, SWRL, and
OWL-DL reasoning. This ontology includes existing
temporal ontology and Basic Formal Ontology (BFO). In
this approach, temporal concepts are defined as a means
for extracting information from clinical narratives. Given
the fact that the Allen relations are only based on time
intervals, in this ontology, an event is modeled where
TimeStamp is the relation between event and time.
Currently, two versions of CNTRO are available:
CNTRO1 [46] and CNTRO2 [45]. The second version
was released to overcome the shortcomings of the first.
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Fig.8. CNTRO concepts

7. MUSING [48] involves temporal information and
investigates solutions for semantic-based business
intelligence. In this approach, time slice is added to
binary relations for two reasons: (I) to avoid a
duplication of the original ontology and (II) to prevent a
knowledge engineer from rewriting on the ontology.

noted that XQuery is developed for temporal querying of
XML data.
B. C-SPARQL[9]
C-SPARQL is a language for querying over RDF data
streams, which contain sequences of triples, continuously
produced and annotated through timestamps. Thus, for
this amount of data, stream reasoning is required.
C. T-SPARQL[23]
T-SPARQL is similar to TSQL2 [15]; it is a temporal
extension of the SPARQL [44] for RDF. T-SPARQL is
powered by the basic temporal structure designed for the
TSQL2.
D. TOQL [11]

Fig.9. MUSING Components

III. TEMPORAL QUERY LANGUAGES
The ability to process and make inferences based on
available information is the most important reason for
using ontology in information integration and creating
semantic relationships. Therefore, a query languages is
required to enable the provision of responses using an
appropriate reasoner. The main challenge is to select an
appropriate query language which is able to answer most
temporal and non-temporal questions. In this section,
several examples of languages based on RDF and OWL
are introduced. This is followed by a comparison of
TOQL and SQWRL languages using two example
ontologies pertaining to books by scientists in historical
periods.
A. XQuery Languages[16]
Due to the important role of XML in expressing
knowledge on the web and the increasing number of
XML documents, it is necessary to create languages for
querying and extracting knowledge from these documents.
Therefore, the XQuery language was suggested under the
banner of the World Wide Web Consortium. It should be
Copyright © 2017 MECS

This is a language for querying time information in
ontologies. TOQL is a SQL-like temporal query language
that handles ontologies almost like relational databases.
TOQL statements are similar to SQL rules, having Select,
From, Where, Union etc. Time concepts in TOQL
involve TimeSlice and TimeInterval. The temporal model
in this language is the 4D-fluent approach. Moreover,
reasoning in language is based on Event Calculus. TOQL
system is implemented in Java whose user interface can
be downloaded. Pellet is a reasoner in this language. The
TOQL structure is composed of several modules. TOQL
commands are converted to equivalent commands in
SeRQL by the parser. In this language, the temporal
relations of 4D-Fluent model are checked among other
concepts; if all concepts as well as the temporal and nontemporal relations defined among them are correct, then
the ontology is accepted and the user is allowed to run the
query.
E. SQWRL [38], [39]
SQWRL is a SWRL-based query language, which
defines a set of query operators similar to that of SQL
that can retrieve and infer information in the OWL
ontology. This language supports Allen‘s temporal
operators. SWRL is a rule language while SQWRL is a
query language. It is implemented as a build-in library
and a set of query operators similar to those of SQL with
the objective to extract and infer stored information in the
OWL ontology.
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IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN TEMPORAL QUERY
LANGUAGES
Among the languages presented in the previous section,
TOQL, SQWRL, and SOWL are more widely used for
querying in ontology editors. However, since the authors
were not able to access the SOWL API, the following
comparison is conducted between SQWRL and TOQL
using two sample ontologies .The former is implemented
in the Protégé 3.5 environment and the latter in the
Protégé4.3.
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TOQL is similar to SQL, whereas SQWRL is based on
logic. The relationships and classes presented in Figures
10 and 11 are based on the temporal models used in these
languages. As observed in the model of classes,
relationships in TOQL are very complex. For every
concept or class in TOQL model ontology, a relationship
with TimeSlice and TimeInterval must be created.
Examples of large ontologies such as CNTRO [46] are
implemented using SQWRL language, while TOQL
language may be appropriate for small ontologies.

Fig.10. Classes and objectProperty in sample of TOQL

Fig.11. Classes and object Property in sample of SQWRL

The query asking for ―names of scientists along with
the titles of their books and time periods of their
activities‖ is a non-temporal question, which can be
presented in following languages:
• SQWRL :
Scientist(?s) ^ Books(?b) ^ hasBook(?s, ?b) ^
livesIn(?s, ?hp) → sqwrl:select(?s,?b,?hp)

01-06'

Q4: Titles of books by scientists written between the
dates ‗900-01-01‘ and ‗1900-01-01‘.

• TOQL :
Select Scientist.name ,
HistoricalPeriod.historicalPeriodName,Books.name
From Physician,HistoricalPeriod, Books
Where Scientist.livesIn:HistoricalPeriod and
Scientist.hasBook: Book

TOQL cannot properly respond to these questions
because it is not completely capable of detecting time
intervals. The following query is in TOQL.

The following temporal questions are asked in both
ontology query languages, according to Allen theory.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Q1: Titles of books by scientists written in the time
period P.
Q2: Titles of books by scientists written subsequent to
‗800-01-06'.
Q3: Titles of books by scientists written prior to ‗2007-

SELECT Scientist.name, Book.name
FROM Scientist, Book
WHERE Scientist.hasBook: Book Before ‗2007-0106‘

I.J. Information Technology and Computer Science, 2017, 7, 26-34
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T is a timeInstant , st is a StartTime, ft is a FinishTime
T [st,ft] StartTime ≤ T ≤ FinishTime
Before (T)

TimeInstants ≤ StartTime
or TimeInstants ≤ FinishTime
Before(T,st) Before(T,ft)

Unlike SQWRL, in TOQL, access to exact beginning,
ending and during ―date‖ is not possible.
Question Q3 is presented in two forms of Q3.1.1 and
Q3.1.2 below for comparing dates before Start time and
for dates before finish time as Q3.2.
Q3.1.1 : Scientist(?s) ^ temporal:ValidPeriod(?p) ^
hasDuration(?s, ?p) ^ temporal:hasStartTime(?p, ?start)^
temporal:before(?start,
―‘2007-01-06‘T00:00:00‖,
―Years‖) → sqwrl:select(?pe, ?p, ?start)
Q3.1.2 : Scientist(?s)^ Books(?b) ^ hasBook(?s, ?b) ^
temporal:ValidPeriod(?p) ^ hasDuration(?p, ?du) ^
hasStartYear(?du, ?s) ^ swrlb:lessThanOrEqual (?s, 2007)
→ sqwrl:select(?s,?b, ?s)
Q3.2 : Scientist(?s) ^ Books(?b) ^ hasBook(?s, ?b) ^
temporal:ValidPeriod(?p) ^ hasDuration(?p, ?du) ^
temporal:hasFinishTime(?du,
?finish)
^
temporal:before(?finish,
―‘2007-01-06‘T00:00:00‖,
―Years‖) → sqwrl:select(?s, ?p, ?finish)
Consequently, in TOQL, it is not possible to answer
queries which compare date intervals such as OverLaps,
Contains, and Meets. However, SQWRL is capable of
responding to queries formed based on time intervals.
Table 2 compares the specifications of the languages.
Table 2. Comparison between TOQL and SQWRL
Language
Name

SQWRL

TOQL

Low

High

Low

Relatively well

Unlimited

Limited

Creating extra
object

Except SWRL classes
and temporal relations
no other relationships
are necessary

For any nontemporal object,
two additional
relationship are
required

Allen‘s interval
coverage

Relatively complete

Weak

Documentation

Relatively complete

User Interface
Reasoner

No
Pellet and Jess

Properties
Complexity
Query
Answering
Speed
Limit the
number of
response

Fairly weak sample
codes
Yes
Pellet

In TOQL, a small and limited sample of products and
employees is introduced; however, for more accurate
studies comprehensive samples are necessary.
The abovementioned comparison between the two
Copyright © 2017 MECS

languages based on 4D-Fluent and SWRL time models
shows that, due to the current capabilities of OWL ,the
definition of temporal and non-temporal concepts in
SWRL is easier and more understandable than other
models and can be effective in designing ontologies as
well as answering users queries.

V. CONCLUSION
Recognizing the defined temporal models is an
important step for relating time with other concepts in
any field.
In recent years, numerous applications and ontologies
have been developed based on the aforementioned
temporal models with the objective of incorporating time
into RDF and OWL structures; each of them seeks to
remove the drawbacks of its predecessors.
Another important step, after defining time, is
understanding and knowing how to process the stored
information based on temporal models and then selecting
an appropriate language to query and extract new
knowledge from the knowledge base.
In this paper, we aimed to review and partially explain
the strengths and weaknesses of various models by
comparing temporal models and query languages of
ontologies and presenting a practical example an
ontology for SQWRL and TOQL in the Protégéeditor.
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